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THE PRESENT STATE OF RESEARCH ON 
MECHANICAL TRA NSLA TION 

YEHOSHUA BAR-HILLEL* 

One of the interesting examples of the in- 
fluence which a newly invented tool may exert 
in opening up fresh lines in theoretical re-  
search and in advancing new techniques for the 
solution of old problems is provided by the 
r ise  of electronic computers. They were orig- 
inally designed to solve certain mathematical 
problems quicker than the human brain could 
but it soon turned out that their components, 
in which elementary logical and computational 
operations could be carried out at extremely 
high speed, might well be recombined to yield 
similar results in noncomputational fields. 

When electronic computers were still in 
their infancy, in 1945, the question was raised 
whether a computer-like machine could not be 
designed that would automatically translate 
from one language to another. The story of 
this idea is told by the man who apparently 
conceived it first, Dr. Warren Weaver, Direc- 
tor of the Natural Sciences Division of the 
Rockefeller Foundation, in a memorandum of 
July 15, 1949. This memorandum aroused con- 
siderable interest, followed by some active 
research. Some of the first steps towards a 
solution of the problem of mechanical trans- 
lation are  described in another memorandum 
by Dr. Weaver, dated March 6, 1951. 

achieved up to the end of 1951. They involve 
a clearer understanding of the aims of machine 
translation, of various possible divisions of 
labor between man and machine in a transla- 
tion partnership, and of the preliminary steps 
that have to be taken before the final solution 
of the problem can be found. Some of these 
steps seem to have independent value and es-  
pecially the task of providing for an opera- 
tional syntax (see ref. 4) is a challenge that 
should appeal to structurally- minded linguists 
and give a new twist  to their investigations. 

The present paper summarizes the results 

AIMS 
Interest in mechanical translation (MT) 

may ar i se  through sheer intellectual curiosity 
concerning a problem whose solution, perhaps 
even attempted solutions, will  in all probabil- 
ity provide valuable insights into the function- 
ing of linguistic communication. Interest may 
also ar ise  from many practical standpoints. 
One of these is the urgency of having foreign 
language publications, mainly in the fields of 
science, finance, and diplomacy, translated 
with high accuracy and reasonable speed: the 
scarcity of expert bilinguals is causing a log 
jam in scientific translation which is costing 
research an amount that can hardly be esti- 
mated but might well run into millions of dol- 
l a rs  yearly, due to the fact that important sci-  
entific methods and results a r e  not made 
available in time or  perhaps not at  all to re- 
search workers. Another is the need of high- 
speed, though perhaps low-accuracy, scanning 
through the hugh printed output [of actual o r  
potential enemies,] in newspapers, journals, 
propaganda leaflets, etc. These two aims are 
only partly overlapping, but a good method of 
achieving one of them would probably be of 
great help in attacking the other, since we ap- 
parently have here another case of a well- 
known situation where accuracy may be traded 
for speed, and vice versa. 

PURE MT 
It seems obvious that fully automatic MT, 

i.e. one without human intervention between 
putting the foreign text into the reading organ 
of the mechanical translator and reading off 
its output, is achievable only at the price of 
inaccuracy, if only for the reason that no 
method is feasible, for the t ime being, by which 
the machine would eliminate semantical ambi- 
guities. Such an achievement would require 
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[Bar-Hillel 1951]

For high accuracy...pure MT has to be

given up in favor of mixed MT in

which a human brain intervenes.
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An Inauspicious Start...

The Georgetown University MT project tried to produce useful

output in 1962, [but] they had to resort to postediting. The

postedited translation took slightly longer to do and was more

expensive than conventional human translation.

[ALPAC, 1966, p.19]
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34+ Years of Interactive MT

Post-edit now better than unaided...but tedious for users

Clever interactive systems, disappointing user studies...

/ Interactive Translation System (ITS) [Melby et al. 1980]

/ TransType [Langlais and Lapalme 2002]

/ TransType2 [Macklovitch 2006]

/ Caitra [Koehn 2009]
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This Paper

Compare post-edit vs. new interactive MT [Green et al. 2014]

Two questions

1. Human productivity – time and quality?

2. Facilitates adaptive MT?

Result – Interactive works when MT model is good
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Insights | Interactive Mode

Applied previous translation user study [Green et al. 2013b]

Mixed-initiative principles [Horvitz 1999]

Significant Phrasal revision to support interactions
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User Interface Walkthrough



Post-edit Mode
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Interactive Mode

UI presented at UIST 2014
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Interactions

Three classes:

Source comprehension

Target gisting

Target generation
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Interactions

Source comprehension

Word-to-word translations

Source coverage – highlight translated words

Target gisting

Target generation
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Source Comprehension

Horvitz #11 – maintaining working memory of recent interactions
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Source Comprehension

Horvitz #6 – allowing efficient direct invocation and termination
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Interactions

Source comprehension

Target gisting

Full best translation

Real-time updating – full translation generation

Target generation
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Target Gisting
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Target Gisting

Horvitz #9 – providing mechanisms for efficient agent-user
collaboration to refine results
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Interactions

Source comprehension

Target gisting

Target generation

Real-time autocomplete dropdown

Target reordering

Insert complete translation
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Target Generation | Autocomplete

Horvitz #5 – employing dialog to resolve key uncertainties
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Target Generation | Target Reordering
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Target Generation | Complete Translation

Horvitz #6 – allowing efficient direct invocation and termination
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User Study Results



Experimental Design

Task translate French-English or English-German

Source Text ≈3,000 tokens of News/Medical/Software

Conditions post-edit (pe) and interactive (imt)

Expert Subjects 16 per language pair

Measure human productivity – quality vs. time
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Question #1 | Quality Expected Wins

[Federmann 2010]
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Results | Quality

Fr-En

En-De

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

0.527

0.467

0.472

0.474

ptm
pe

Expected Wins %
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Question #2 | Time

Fr-En

En-De

0 20 40 60 80

54.6

63.3

46.0

51.8

ptm

pe

avg. seconds / sentence
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Qualitative Results | Time

Post-edit mode was easier at first, but the interactive mode

was better once I got used to it.

If I had time to use the interactive tool and grow

accustomed to its way of functioning, it would be quite

useful...

I am used to this [post-edit], this is how Trados works.
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Model Adaptation



A Mixed-Initiative System Should Learn

Horvitz #11 – Maintain working memory of interactions

Horvitz #12 – Continuing to learn by observing
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Online Adaptation Learning Setup

BLEU for baseline tuning [Cer et al. 2010]

HTER for adaptation

Interpretable measure of human effort

Online algorithm

SGD-based [Green et al. 2013a]

Loss – cross-entropy for switching metrics (see paper)
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Adapting the Representation

Baseline tuning

ϕ(ƒ , ê)

Adaptation

h := human translation related to ê

ϕ(ƒ , ê)← ϕ(ƒ , ê) ∩ ϕ(ƒ , h)

Templates – alignment cliques, OOV context

Where do we get alignments?
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Prefix Decoding

ê = rgmx
e

>ϕ(e, ƒ )

Define operator pref(e, h)

ê = rgmx
e s.t.pref(e,h)

>ϕ(e, ƒ )

By-product – alignment for feature extraction
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Test Results | French-English

BLEU↑ HTER↓

baseline bleu 39.3 28.3

adapted hter 40.3 26.4 −1.9
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Test Results | English-German

BLEU↑ HTER↓

baseline bleu 23.1 44.1

adapted hter 21.7 42.4 −1.7
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Analysis | Fine-grained Corrections

depending on the file

abhängig von der datei

Human corrections

(6) je nach datei

(1) das dokument

(1) abhängig von der datei

Adapted model

je nach dokument
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Conclusion

Quality – IMT better when MT is good (Fr-En)

Time – Post-edit is faster (for minimal UI training)

Adaptation – IMT better for re-tuning to HTER
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